1. Level the tripod
2. Attach the EDM and level it - coarse level - circular bubble
3. Unlock the two rotation controls and level again in at least 2 directions
4. Power on, then spin telescope through 180°
5. IF the unit can be oriented north, then point it north and set this as 0 with F1 (0 set)
   If the unit can only be orientated in a known direction (whole degrees) then use
   F3 (H set) and key in the orientation: INPUT
5. Push \(\leftarrow\) to set for ZNE
6. Line up on the reflector on the rod
   unlock the rotation controls for coarse adjustment, then lock for a fine adjustment
   NOTE: rod should be held vertical and be facing the EDM
7. Push F1 (meas) to get a measurement.

To put away:
1. turn the unit off
2. rotate the unit to line up the two small white dots.